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The volume of structured and unstructured data has grown at exponential scale                       
in recent days. As a result of this rapid data growth, we are always inundated with                               
plethora of choices in any product or service. It is very natural to get lost in the amazon                                   
of such choices and finding hard to make decisions. The project aims at addressing this                             
problem by using entity recommendation. The two main aspects that the project                       
concentrates on are implementing and presenting more accurate entity                 
recommendations to the user and another is dealing with vast amount of data. The                           
project aims at presenting recommendation results according to user’s query with                     
efficiency and accuracy. Project makes use of ListNet ranking algorithm to rank the                         
recommendation results. Query independent features and query dependent features are                   
used to come up with ranking scores. Ranking scores decide the order in which the                             
recommendation results are presented to the user. 
Project makes use of Apache Spark, a distributed big­data processing                   
framework. Spark gives the advantage of handling iterative and interactive algorithms                     
with efficiency and minimal processing time as compared to traditional map­reduce                     
paradigm.  
We performed the experiments for recommendation engine using DBPedia as                   
the dataset and tested the results for movie domain. We used both query­independent                         
(pagerank) and query­dependent (click­logs) features for ranking purposes. We                 
observed that ListNet algorithm performs really well by making use of Apache Spark as                           
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The outbreak of information in 21st century has lead to overgrowth of data and                           
possible choices that one can have. Which movie should I watch next? Which book                           
should I read? Which link should I click next? We all are inundated with such questions                               
all the times. This decision making process has especially become serious in today’s                         
world as people can find everything on Internet. 
Entity recommendation systems offer a way of dealing with this vast amount of                         
information and they help users to make the decisions. Entity recommendation can be                         
defined as given an entity under consideration, present/recommend similar entities.                   
Given the large number of related entities in the knowledge base, we need to select the                               
most relevant ones to show based on the current query of the user. Entity ranking helps                               
to retrieve the entities, which are most relevant, based on popularity, authority,                       
relevance etc. 
As the volume of data that these entity recommendation systems process is very                         
large, The goal of an entity recommendation system over big data is to design a system                               
that is scalable, efficient, and provides the best possible results for a large variety of                             
queries.  
Existing entity recommendation systems use content based filtering, collaborative                 
filtering or knowledge based filtering as recommendation techniques. In content based                     
recommender systems, the recommendation results depend upon the content in the                     
query. These recommender systems create a profile for each product to define its                         
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nature. In case of collaborative filtering, ratings from other users are used for                         
recommendation. Users having similar taste as you are considered for                   
recommendation. This technique has cold start problem, as to begin the algorithm to                         
work, we need the ratings from other users.  
This project offers a solution for entity recommendation over Wikipedia data. In                       
the scope of this project, the DBPedia dataset is used. The data is unstructured and                             
each object represents the wikipedia page. The DBpedia links dataset represents links                       
between two wikipedia pages. Relationships between DBpedia resources are                 
constructed using the associated page links between Wikipedia articles. 
The DBpedia datasets are used to build an entity graph and get the entities                           
related to entity under consideration. Next problem is to rank the entities. This project                           
uses ListNet algorithm for ranking the entities. Two types of features are taken into                           
consideration. Each entity has a feature vector associated with it. The feature vector                         
contains the values for all the features under consideration. The feature vector is used                           
by the ranking algorithm as an input. This project makes use of Pagerank values for the                               
entity as graph­theoretic feature and and click­log analysis to provide popularity value                       
for the entity. 
This project uses ListNet algorithm for training and ranking purposes. The                     
training part results in preparing the training­model which can be used to predict the                           
relevance score for a given DBpedia entity link. As a part of training phase a set of                                 
queries and relevant labeled results are prepared and used as an input for the phase.                             
The ranking algorithm uses the training model to output the scores for each of the                             
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results. The results are then sorted in the descending order and the final out consists of                               
top k results. 
The system is evaluated with practical datasets, large enough to simulate how                       
professional recommendation engine would work in a minimized scale. Several metrics                     
are tested to compare performances of the chosen strategies and scoring schemes.  
The project aims to use the inherent capability of Apache Spark to process the                           














Recommender Systems generally take one of the two approaches: Collaborative                   
Filtering or Content Based Filtering. Some recommender systems also take the hybrid                       
approach of combination of these two approaches. 
2.1.1. Collaborative Filtering 
In case of this approach, the recommendation is based on model of previous                         
user behaviour. Recommendations given by collaborative filtering are based on                   
automatic collaboration of multiple users and filtered by users with similar tastes. The                         
model can be built based on behaviour of single user or it can be based on behaviour of                                   
group of users who have similar taste. When the model is based on group knowledge, it                               
takes into consideration the preferences put out by a group of users who have similar                             
taste as you and based on these preferences, makes a new recommendation.  
For example, suppose a recommendation engine for videos on video providing                     
service like YouTube or Netflix is being built. To do so, information from all users who                               
subscribe and use these services can be used. Users with similar preferences can be                           
grouped together. Using this information, most popular video for the group can be                         
decided and can be recommended to other members in that group who have not                           
watched the video. 
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Following table explains how collaborative filtering is used for video                   
recommendation. The entry in each cell represents how many videos of a particular                         
genre have been watched by particular user. 
Video Genre/ Users  Cristina  Preston  Ellen 
Comedy  ­­  9  12 
Drama  10  ­­  15 




Here, this group of users can be clustered together as they have similar interest in many                               
of the video gener. Based on this information, we can recommend Cristina to watch                           
videos under comedy gener, Preston to watch videos under drama genre and Ellen, the                           
Sci­Fi genre. Collaborative filtering can also be defined using similarity­difference                   






In this model, recommendations are given based on user’s behaviour. User’s                     
browsing information is taken into account while recommendations are made. For                     
example, if user visits the videos in Comedy category more, it is more likely that he or                                 
she would watch the next video under comedy genre. Content based filtering                       
recommends similar content to the user for which he has expressed interest in the past.                             
For example in the above example of collaborative filtering, it is clear that Preston has                             
interest in watching videos in sci­fi category. So Content based filtering would                       
recommend him similar movies/videos. The recommendations are based on behaviour                   
of the user under consideration and is independent of behaviour of other users of the                             
system. 
2.1.3. Hybrid Approaches 
The hybrid approach combines the aforementioned approaches to increase the                   
efficiency of a recommender system. Hybrid approach also has the potential to make                         
recommender system more accurate. The collaborative filtering and content based                   
filtering face the challenge of cold start. Hybrid approach can address this to some                           
extent. In case of hybrid approach, the system starts with content based filtering and                           





These algorithms try to user that is similar to active user. This algorithm uses the                             
preferences by similar users in order to recommend something to active user.[2] In                         
order to find the similarity between two users we need to find their correlation.  
2.2.1.1. Pearson Correlation 
Pearson Correlation coefficient gives an idea about how two entities are                     
correlated with each other. ​This algorithm measures the linear dependence between                     
two variables (or users) as a function of their attributes [1]. However, this dependence is                             
not calculated on the entire dataset. Instead, it is calculated on sub­groups or                         















If we want to predict the rating that the active user will give to an entity, we can                                   
do so by taking into consideration the correlation coefficient values. With positive                       
correlation, is is more likely that the active user would agree with predicted ratings. In                             
case of predicting ratings all weights between active user and all other users are                           
calculated. By taking into consideration all non­negative and non­zero weights, it is                       
asked to each one of the other users of what they think the active user would give rating                                   




Model based algorithms use dataset of ratings in order to present                     
recommendations. For building a model, a part of dataset is extracted, using the                         
dataset, the model is built and using the model recommendations are made. Using this                           
approach, we eliminate the need to bring the entire dataset in memory to do the                             
computations. Thus, this model is beneficial with respect to speed and scalability.  
2.2.2.1. Clustering Algorithms 
Clustering algorithms can find a structure in a seemingly random data. Clustering                       
is a form of unsupervised learning. These algorithms depend on finding similarity in the                           
dataset over a feature space. The feature space can contain one or many attributes. For                             
example, people who like comedy movies can be a feature and all people who satisfy                             
this constraint may belong to one cluster.The number of features in a feature space                           
determines the dimensionality of the the feature space. 
The typical clustering algorithm is k­means clustering. In this the items are                       
divided into k clusters. Initially the items are placed into random clusters. Then for each                             
cluster, centroid is calculated. Then distance of each item from the centroid is                         
measured. If an item is nearer to other cluster, it is moved into that cluster. After some                                 







Most of the existing recommender systems are either based on Collaborative                     
filtering or content based filtering.[5] Some of them follow hybrid approach, which                       
combines advantages of both the basic approaches and gives better performance.                     
Generally, recommender systems are based on ratings. In these systems the                     
recommendation problem comes to task of rating prediction. The ultimate goal of a                         
recommender system is to generate list of recommendations. However, the                   
intermediate step for the system is to predict the ratings. Thus, learning to rank is a                               
supervised(or semi­supervised) application of machine learning. Training data consists                 
of list of items or entities with a specified partial ordering between them. The order is                               
given by making use of some sort of scores, labels given to each item in the list. The                                   
purpose of ranking model would be to rank the new, unseen data and produce a                             
19 





Many machine learning algorithms do require the query­document pairs to be                     
represented by numerical vector which is called as bag of features or feature vector.                           
The components of this vector are called as features, factors or ranking signals. These                           
features can be divided into following groups: 
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a. Query Independent or Static Features: These features depend only on the                     
document not on the query. For example: PageRank or Document length. Query                       
independent features can be computed statically. 
b. Query Dependent or Dynamic Features: These features depend on both content                     
of the document as well as the query. Example of query dependent feature is                           
TF­IDF score. 





Learning to rank algorithms and problems can be divided into following                     
approaches depending on the nature of loss function and input representation. 
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a. Pointwise Approach: In this approach it is assumed that each query­document                     
pair that belongs to training data has a numerical score given to it [4]. In this                               
case, the problem of ranking comes to given a query­document pair, predict its                         
score. It is also called as regression. For using regression methodology, a                       
number of supervised machine learning algorithms can be used. Existing                   
methods of classification, ordinal classification or regression can be applied [6]. 
b. Pairwise Approach: In this approach, ranking is transformed into pairwise                   
classification or pairwise regression. This involves learning a binary classifier                   
which determines which query­document pair is better from a list of                     
query­documents. 
c. Listwise Approach: The algorithms which belong to this approach try to optimize                       
the value of above two approaches. The average value over all the query data is                             
generally taken. Listwise approach of learning to rank is explained step by step                         
as below. 
1. The input consists of list of queries q1 to qn. Each query qi is associated                             
with list of documents d1 to dn. Also, each list of documents is associated                           
with list of judgement scores or labels l1 to ln. For example l3 denotes the                             
judgement score for document d3 with respect to query q. The judgement                       
score can be assigned manually. The score, l3, denotes that how relevant                       
the document d3 is with respect to query q. 
2. Each query document pair is then assigned with a feature vector. For each                         
query q, we have associated document list di (i=1 to i=n). For each                         
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query­document pair, we now create a feature vector. Hence each                   
query­document pair now has a score and a feature vector associated to                       
it. List of all feature vectors and list of scores compose an ‘instance’.[7]   
3. A ranking function is created as the part of next step. The ranking function,                           
f, generates a score corresponding to a document d. The feature vector                       
for document d is used as an input to the ranking function. We now have a                               
trained ranking function.The objective of learning can be stated as                   
minimization of the total losses with respect to the training data. 
4. When a new query is issued, the list of documents associated with it is                           
determined along with their feature vectors. We use these feature vectors                     
and our trained ranking function to generate document scores. We then                     










Entity recommendation can be defined as given an entity under consideration,                     
present/recommend similar entities. Given the large number of related entities in the                       
knowledge base, we need to select the most relevant ones to show based on the                             
current query of the user. Entity ranking helps to retrieve the entities, which are most                             






Problem is to provide a solution to build a recommendation engine using Big Data                           
handling technology, Apache Spark. ​The goal of an entity recommendation system over                       
big data is to design a system that is scalable, efficient, and provides the best possible                               
results for a large variety of queries. 
Challenges that an entity recommendation system over big data faces are stated                       
as below. 
1. Unstructured Data: Entity recommendation over big data involves processing and                   
storing the vast amount of unstructured data.  
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2. Entity Resolution and Entity Disambiguation: “Brad pitt” may refer to the actor                       
entity “Brad Pitt” or the boxer entity “Brad Pitt (boxer)”. Moreover, there may                         
be cases with a common meaning for the string (e.g., the entity “XXX (movie)” is                             
not the most likely intent for query string “xxx”). Hence, the problem here is to                             
identify the most likely intent for a given entity string. 
3. Ranking: For a given entity, not all results might interest the user. We need to                             




● Entity​: a concept or abstract that has a complete meaning by itself. In this project,                             
entity represents an object with unique id and properties. Entity may include, but                         
not limited to persons, subjects, records, concepts… 
● Similarity​: denotes the relevancy between an entity and a query, as a numerical                         
value computed by a similarity functions. The higher the value, the more closely                         
an entity relates to the query. 






Apache spark is an Open­Source data analytics cluster computing framework [8].                     
Spark belongs to Hadoop Open Source community. It is built on top of Hadoop                           
Distributed File System. Although such similarities exist, Spark performs better than                     
Hadoop in case certain specific applications. Spark is not restricted by two stage                         
Mapreduce paradigm. It delivers 100 times better performance than Hadoop for certain                       
applications. Spark provides the capabilities for in­memory cluster computing which                   
allows user programs to load data into cluster’s memory. 
The data loaded into main memory can be used repeatedly by subsequent                       
database accesses and it speeds up the entire response time. This property makes                         
Spark well suited for Machine Learning algorithms. 
3.2.1.1. Spark Specific Applications 
Hadoop users find mapreduce programming model as deficient in two main types of                         
jobs/applications. [9] 
Iterative Jobs: ​Many machine­learning algorithms follow an iterative model, wherein a                     
function is applied repeatedly on same dataset. Each iteration can be expressed as                         
Mapreduce job. But, in case of mapreduce, each iteration/job must reload the data from                           
disk. This reduces the performance significantly. 
Interactive Analytics: ​Hadoop is often used to run queries on large datasets using                         
Hive and Pig. In such cases, user should be able to load the data at once in main                                   
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memory and query it over and over again. In case of Hadoop, each query is executed                               
as a separate job. Each job will again access the disk for loading data in memory,                               
slowing down the entire system. To achieve these goals, Spark introduces an                       
abstraction called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs). An RDD is a read­only                     
collection of objects partitioned across a set of machines that can be rebuilt if a partition                               
is lost. Spark can outperform Hadoop by 10x in iterative machine learning jobs, and can                             
be used to interactively query a 39 GB dataset with sub­second response time [9]. 
3.2.1.2. Spark Programming Model 
A resilient distributed dataset (RDD) is a read­only collection of objects                     
partitioned across a set of machines that can be rebuilt if a partition is lost. The                               
elements of an RDD need not exist in physical storage; instead, a handle to an RDD                               
contains enough information to compute the RDD starting from data in reliable storage.                         
This means that RDDs can always be reconstructed if nodes fail [9]. As elements of the                               
RDD need not exist in physical storage, and only a handle is enough for reconstructing                             
it, the iterative and or interactive jobs will execute faster than that in Hadoop. In Spark,                               
each RDD is represented by a Scala object. Spark lets programmers construct RDDs in                           
four ways: [8] 
File:​ From the shared file system, for example Hadoop Distributed File System 
By parallelizing collection like an array: By dividing the array into number of slices.                           
These slices can be sent to multiple nodes. 
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By transforming an existing RDD: A dataset with elements of type A can be                           
transformed into a dataset with elements of type B using an operation called flatMap,                           
which passes each element through a user­provided function of type A => List [B]. 
By Changing the Persistence of an existing RDD: The RDDs are by default lazy. The                             
RDDs are not immediately reflected onto the disk. They are stored into main memory as                             
long as they can be stored. Unless driven by any need from the user or application, the                                 
RDDs are not written back to the disk. Although, user can change the persistence                           
properties of an RDD and change it to cache action and save action. 
The ​Cache Action​will mark the dataset that it will be referred to in future and should be                                   
kept in memory. The dataset marked with cache action will not be immediately written                           
onto the filesystem such as HDFS but it would be kept in main memory. It indicates the                                 
immediate future reference. 
The cache action is just a hint that the data can be used in immediate future. But if there                                     
is not enough memory on the cluster to keep the data marked cache, Spark will                             
recompute the data as and when it will be referenced. 
The ​Save Action will not leave the dataset lazy. It will save the dataset and write onto                                 
the filesystem. The saved version of the file will be referred to in future operations. 
The concepts of save and cache actions is fairly similar to virtual memory and it is used                                 
to impose the fault tolerance in Spark. 
3.2.1.3. Parallel Operations 
Parallel operations need to be performed for scalability. Following parallel operations                     
are possible in case of resilient distributed datasets­ 
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Reduce: ​Reduce operation is fairly similar to reduce in Hadoop. Reduce will combine                         
the dataset elements to produce the result. The dataset elements will be combined                         
associatively to produce a cumulative result. 
Collect: ​The user program will be able to get the results from all the nodes using collect                                 
operation. Collect operation will send the all the elements of the dataset to the driver or                               
user program. If we consider of processing an array, user can update the array in                             
parallel. User can parallelize the array, map the array to the different nodes and collect                             




As shown in figure 6, the dataset elements will be mapped, parallelized and processed,                           
and collected back by the driver program. In case of Spark, that data will be collected by                                 
one single thread. However, according to Spark documentation, the one thread reducer                       
is enough for implementation of multiple algorithms that Spark aims for. 
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For­Each: For­each passes the elements via the functions provided by users. This is                         
used for some repetitive kind of functions which will collect the data and produce some                             
kind of cumulative result by processing the collected data. 
3.2.1.4. Shared Variables 
In Spark, the operations like map, reduce, filter are invoked by users or programmers.                           
Users generally invoke these functions by passing functions to Spark. Hence the                       
variables that these functions use should be within the scope where these functions will                           
get executed. If a worker node is supposed to execute a function, then the variables                             
needed by that function should be copied onto worked node. Spark framework does                         
exactly the same. Although this is what happens generally in case of Spark, it also lets                               
users choose two special types of variables. These variables are named as ​Broadcast                         
Variables​ and ​Accumulators​ . 
Broadcast variables: As explained above, with function, the required variables are                     
copied onto the worker node where that function is being executed. But there might be a                               
use­case wherein many of the functions might be using a single data variable such as                             
lookup table. In this case, it is not performance beneficial if we copy the look up table                                 
onto each of the nodes over and over again. Instead, make the common data as                             
broadcast variable. By doing so, programmer can rest assured that the variable value is                           
only copied to each worker once. 
Accumulators: ​Accumulators are like counters. They have add operation and zero                     
value. They can be added to by different nodes. They are fault tolerant due to their                               
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add­only property. They can be used in case of parallel sums. Map­Reduce paradigm                         
also uses them. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
This section describes the of implementation details of the recommendation                   




Recommendation engine takes a large entity graph as input, and applies a ranking                         




For knowledge acquisition, we utilize DBpedia dataset as well as Wikipedia clickstream                       
dataset. 
Why Dbpedia? 
Wikipedia articles consist mostly of free text, but also include structured information                       
embedded in the articles, such as “infobox” tables, categorization information, images                     
and links to external web pages. Dbpedia project aims to extract this structured content                           
from Wikipedia articles and represent in Resource Description Format (RDF), allowing                     
users to semantically query relationships and properties associated with Wikipedia                   
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resources, including links to other related datasets. By using Dbpedia datasets (instead                       
of raw Wikipedia data), we can simplify the knowledge acquisition phase. 
Dbpedia datasets are available in N­triples format, which is a line­based plain text                         
serialization format for Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph. In this format,                     









● Resource properties data, which provides RDF representation for various                 
resources and their properties. 
● Mapping between Dbpedia resource and corresponding Wikipedia page id. This                   
information is important since the Wikipedia clickstream dataset (explained                 
below) refers to Wikipedia article in terms of its page id. Also the Apache Spark                             
(Graphx) module used for knowledge extraction (explained below) requires a                   
unique identifier for every vertex present in the graph. By using a well­known id                           
for every resource, we simplify its representation and processing.  
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Wikipedia clickstream dataset provides counts of (referer, resource) pairs extracted                   
from request logs of Wikipedia. A referer is an HTTP header field that identifies the                             
address of the webpage that is linked to the resource being requested. The data shows                             
how people get to a Wikipedia article and what links they click on. In other words, it                                 
gives a weighted network of articles, where each edge weight corresponds to how often                           
people navigate from one page to another. 
  
Since DBpedia datasets provide relationships between entities based on ​content​, the                     
corresponding entity graph is relatively static. On the other hand, clickstream dataset                       
provides relationships between entities based on ​current trends​, hence is relatively                     
dynamic. ​e.g. based on Feb2015 dataset, starting from page ‘Leonardo_Dicaprio’ users                     
accessed ‘The_Revenant_(2015_film)” page more frequently as compared to               
“The_Titanic_(1997_film)” (8013 vs. 2974). 
















For constructing knowledge base, we use Apache Spark cluster computing framework.                     
The fundamental programming abstraction is Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD),                 
which provides a logical view for the collection of data partitioned across multiple                         
machines. RDDs can be created by referencing datasets in external storage systems, or                         
by applying coarse­grained transformations (e.g. map, filter, reduce, join) on existing                     
RDDs.  
For graph computations, we utilize Graphx APIs provided by Apache Spark. GraphX                       
unifies ETL, exploratory analysis, and iterative graph computation within a single                     
system. We can view the same data as both graphs and collections, transform and join                             




As part of knowledge base construction, we have defined RDDs representing vertices                       
as well as edges of the Entity Graph. During this phase, we preprocess the raw data                               
provided by the DBpedia data­set to generate an optimal representation expected by                       
the Graphx APIs (in order to avoid costly RDD joins during run­time). 
During the ​preprocessing phase​, following steps are required to build a DBpedia entity                         
RDD, 
● Parse the DBpedia ​instance_types_en.nt ​file to prepare a Scala tuple of type                       












Finally we build GraphX vertex RDD by joining the nodes RDD and pageIds RDD                           





For building GraphX edge RDD, we need to parse the page_links_en.nt file. For every                           
line in this file, we get a Scala tuple (String, String, String) representing URLs of two                               
DBpedia resources and the corresponding relationship name. Since GraphX API require                     
an edge to be represented by ids of two vertices participating in this edge (optionally                             













We have used Wikipedia click­stream data­set for this purpose. This data shows how                         
people get to a Wikipedia article and what articles they click on next. In other words, it                                 
gives a weighted network of articles, where each edge weight corresponds to how often                           
people navigate from one page to another. 
For the recommendation engine, ​we are interested in finding about the navigation                       
between Wikipedia articles only​. i.e. given a Wikipedia article A, find out how many                           
times A is referred by another Wikipedia article B. We normalize this count by                           
converting it to a percentage value (by summing referral counts for all the Wikipedia                           







We use Pagerank value as one of the graph­theoretic features. The pagerank value can                           
be computed by applying PageRank algorithm implementation provided in the Spark                     






Please note that calculating page_rank for the entire DBpedia collection is extremely                       
resource­intensive process requiring large compute cluster. Hence for prototyping                 




For ranking purpose we need to build a vector of all features for a given DBpedia article.                                 





























As part of the training phase, I prepared a set of queries and relevant labeled results.                               
Here, each query is a regular expression identifying a specific DBpedia entity e.g.                         
Kate_Winslet. The query result corresponds to all entities connected to the specified                       
entity (s) ranked with respect to their relevance. We also provide gold relevance score                           
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as a “label” for model building using ListNet algorithm. The label in this case is an                               
integer value between 1 to 10 (10 being most relevant and 1 being least relevant).  








Using this implementation, I prepared (and saved) the Spark RDD representing the                       
result of the query along with the relevant feature vectors. After this, for each query, I                               






























































The performance of the recommendation engine is explained in the section below. We                         






















































● During stage 0, it reads page_ids_en.nt file containing the mapping between the                       
Dbpedia URL (e.g. ​http://dbpedia.org/page/Friends​) and the associated unique               
page identifier and outputs an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type (String,                         
Long) representing (entity_name, entity_id). The filter operator eliminates               
comments in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). 
● During stage 1, it reads instance_types_en.nt file consisting of various attributes                     
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for a given DBpedia entity. The filter operator eliminates comments in the file (i.e.                           
all the lines starting with “#” character). The output of this stage is an RDD                             
consisting of scala tuples of type (String, (String, String)) which represents                     
(entity_name, (entity_attr_name, entity_attr_value)). 
● During stage 2, it applies reduceByKey operator on the result of stage 1 to                           
aggregate all the attributes for a given entity. The result of this operator is joined                             
with the result of stage 0 to aggregate information of the entities in the form of an                                 
RDD containing scala tuples (entity_name, (entity_id, List[(attr_name, attr_val)])).               
The subsequent ​map operation converts the result of join operation into a tuple                         
(Long, WikiNode) in order to simplify storing & processing of this information.                       









● During ​stage 3​, it reads page_ids_en.nt file containing the mapping between the                       
Dbpedia URL (e.g. ​http://dbpedia.org/page/Friends​) and the associated unique               
page identifier and outputs an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type (String,                         
Long) representing (entity_name, entity_id). The filter operator eliminates               
comments in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). 
● During ​stage 4​, it reads page_links_en.nt file consisting of information about                     
relationships between DBpedia entities. The filter operator eliminates comments                 
in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). The result of this stage is                                 
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an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type (String, (String, String)) representing                       
(src_entity_name, (rel_type, dest_entity_name)). 
● During stage 5, it ​join​s the results of stage 3 & 4. The result of the join operation                                   
is transformed to a form (dest_entity_name, (src_entity_id, rel_type)) using                 
subsequent ​map​ operation. 
● During ​stage 6​, it reads page_ids_en.nt file containing the mapping between the                       
Dbpedia URL (e.g. ​http://dbpedia.org/page/Friends​) and the associated unique               
page identifier and outputs an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type (String,                         
Long) representing (entity_name, entity_id). The filter operator eliminates               
comments in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). Note that this                             
stage is identical to the ​stage 3​. 
● During stage 7, it ​join​s the results of stage 3 & 5. The result of the join operation                                   
is transformed to a form (src_entity_id, rel_type, dest_entity_id) using                 
subsequent ​map operation. Finally the result of the map operation is stored to                         
HDFS using ​saveAsTextFile API. (Note that the second map operation converts                     













● During ​stage 0​, it reads page_ids_en.nt file containing the mapping between the                       
Dbpedia URL (e.g. ​http://dbpedia.org/page/Friends​) and the associated unique               
page identifier and outputs an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type (String,                         
Long) representing (entity_name, entity_id). The filter operator eliminates               
comments in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). 
● During ​stage 1​, it reads pagerank_en_2014.tsv file containing the mapping                   
between the DBpedia URL (e.g. ​http://dbpedia.org/page/Friends​) and the               
associated page_rank value and outputs an RDD consisting of scala tuples of                       
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type (String, Double) representing (entity_name, page_rank).The filter operator               
eliminates comments in the file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character).  
● During ​stage 2​, the results of stage 0 & 1 are ​join​ed (and transformed) to                             
prepare an RDD containing tuples (Long, Double) representing (entity_id,                 
page_rank). 
● During ​stage 3​, it reads 2015_02_clickstream_filtered.tsv file consisting of                 
click­logs for the dbpedia entities. The filter operator eliminates comments in the                       
file (i.e. all the lines starting with “#” character). The result of this stage is an RDD                                 
consisting of scala tuples of type (Long, (Long, Long)) representing                   
(referer_entity_id, (referred_entity_id, click_count)). 
● During ​stage 4​, it performs ​groupByKey operation on the result of the stage 3 to                             
aggregate the click­log details for a given referer entity in the form of (Long,                           
List[(Long, Long)]). The subsequent ​map ​operation transforms the result of join                     
operation to represent percentage of clicks from referer_entity to the                   
referred_entities as a scala tuple (Long, (Long, Double)) representing                 
(referer_entity_id, (referred_entity_id, percentage_clicks)) 
● During stage 5, the results of stage 2 & 4 are ​join​ed (& transformed) together to                               
aggregate the features for a given DBpedia entity in the form of a scala tuple                             
(Long, WikiNodeFeatures) where WikiNodeFeatures type represents the features               
for a given DBpedia entity (containing page_rank as well as click_log details).                       














● In ​stage 6​, it reads the DBpedia graph vertices (computed above). The final ​filter                           
operation is used to figure out all the DBpedia entities whose title is matching the                             
specified regular expression. 
● In ​stage 8​, it ​join​s (and transforms) the results of stage 5 & 6 to figure out all the                                     
DBpedia vertices related to the once discovered as part of stage 6. The result of                             
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this stage is an RDD consisting of scala tuples of the form (Long, Long)                           
representing (dest_entity_id, src_entity_id). 
● In ​stage 9​, it ​join​s (and transforms) the RDD representing DBpedia vertices and                         
the result of stage 8 in the form of an RDD consisting of scala tuples of type                                 
(Long, (Long, WikiNode)) representing (dest_entity_id, (src_entity_id, src_info)).             
The final ​filter operation is used to figure out all the DBpedia entities to be                             
considered for ranking purpose. The result of this stage is an RDD consisting of                           
scala tuples of the type (Long, (Long, WikiNode)) representing (dest_entity_id,                   
(src_entity_id, src_info)). 
● In ​stage 10​, it reads an RDD representing features for DBpedia entities                       
(computed above). 
● In ​stage 11​, it ​join​s the results of stage 9 & 10 to aggregate information about all                                 
the DBpedia entities related the specified regular expression along with their                     
feature vectors. The subsequent ​map operations apply the ListNet ranking                   







This project implements a recommendation engine using Apache Spark. Results                   
from this project indicate the advantages of using Apache Spark for distributed, big­data                         
processing, especially for algorithms which are iterative in nature. The algorithm that the                         
recommendation engine uses is ListNet algorithm. The recommendation engine can                   
handle large amount of data as Apache Spark is a big­data handling technology that                           
has in­built properties for processing iterative and interactive algorithms, like that of                       
ListNet, faster than traditional map­reduce paradigm. Usage of Apache Spark has                     
helped the implementation of this project as the project makes use of machine learning                           
algorithms. Spark has a concept of distributed memory abstraction which is called as                         
Resilient Distributed Dataset, which helps reduce disk writes and promotes the                     
in­memory data processing. This project makes use of the distributed memory                     
abstraction layer of Apache Spark to help implement the machine learning algorithms                       
for recommendation engine and to help process vast amount of data in reasonable time. 
This project could be further developed by making use of more number of diverse                           
features for the recommendation process. Different Query Independent and Query                   
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